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ACROSS
1 Insurance policy

issues
5 Herbal quaff

11 Press units, for short
14 High school test that

may involve a
Caesarean section

16 North Dakota is the
leading producer of
it in America

17 Show of complete
dominance of one
sports team by
another

18 A scandal involving
it caused "1984" to
reappear on
bestseller lists in
2013

19 Old ancient Eastern
military rulers

20 Join a wrestling
match for a
teammate

22 See 13-Down
23 People who know

"the price of
everything and the
value of nothing",
per Oscar Wilde

24 1.77-gram units
25 Climactic look, in

slang
27 Experienced poser
28 Neck warmer

material
33 Letters after some

academic names
34 Singer who also

wrote the famed "I
am stuck on
Band-Aid" jingle

35 À première _____ (at
first glance, in
French)

36 "I wanna see that
pic"

38 In a "Seinfeld"
episode, Jerry
agrees with a naked
man on the subway
that "you gotta like
their chances"
about them

39 One who's
experienced release

40 Mess in a computer
room, maybe

41 "Um... anyway..."
44 Make comply with
46 Automatic sequence
47 Less conducive to

easy breathing
49 Part of a mountain

less affected by
wind

50 Tropical food source
often improperly
called a "tree"

54 One subject of the
2019 political doc
"Knock Down the
House"

55 PC gamer's
accessory

56 "Wrong, wrong,
wrong"

57 Fast-food burgers
that only have one
all-beef patty

58 A babysitter might
be tempted to
charge more to
watch one

DOWN
1 Something punched

for speed
2 Man... that's

certainly one type of
it!

3 Tool for some arc
welders

4 Food for which
ponzu is a common
dipping sauce

5 Make a bit lighter,
say

6 When you look at
everything

7 In hand, with "up"
8 They determine

coordinates
9 "_____ bad, yersel?"

(polite Aberdeen
reply)

10 Dairy farm dud
11 What's at the heart

of style?
12 Without bells and

whistles
13 Obsessive devotees,

from the title of a
22-Across track

15 The Simpsons, for
instance

21 With everything
wiped clean

22 Take off with the
wind

23 It can be raced in a
sprint or slalom

24 Elements used in
some makeovers

25 Sirius was his "dog",
per a Homerian
metaphor

26 It's rolled before it's
cut

28 It can't strike, it can
only be struck

29 Prefix that
maintains its
meaning when its
third letter is
changed to a "d"

30 Go too hard, in a
way, as an athlete

31 Worst, better, or
best

32 What losers score
34 DJ's production
37 One may refer to a

survey

38 Products that
pioneered the
"inline four"

40 News story features
41 Make a sudden

mess
42 Items embossed

with Pokémons that
became collectors'
items in 2021

43 Cardigan collar
characteristic

44 It's good to follow a
system of it

45 Lets go on
47 Bravo sister
48 Special category for

Saudi Arabian visas
51 Butterfield of "Sex

Education"
52 One may be

described as
"petty", for short

53 It might be for
S.R.O.


